A WDT Marine Weather Watch has been issued for Offshore Galveston Lightering Area
Good Day,

Offshore Galveston Lightering Area
WDT Marine Weather Watch, expires at Friday, November 17, 2017 3:00 pm CST
A WeatherOps Forecaster has issued a WDT Marine Weather Watch for WGMA's Offshore Galveston Lightering Area at Thursday, November 16, 2017 6:35 pm CST
through Friday, November 17, 2017 3:00 pm CST. Monitor in real-time on WeatherOps Map for WGMA.
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A strong cold front will track southwards across the Gulf of Mexico Saturday evening bringing enhanced winds
and seas
Threat Time: 2100 UTC Saturday through 0000 UTC Monday
Primary Impacts:
Winds: 30 to 35 knots
Wind Shift: SW-WSW at 12-17 knots / NNW-NNE 25-35 knots
Wind Gusts: In excess of 45 knots
Seas: (Near Shore) 5-8 feet, (Deep Seas) 9-13 feet
A potent cold front will be making its way southwards across the Gulf of Mexico Saturday evening with this
front forecast to begin to push offshore the Gulf states around 0000 UTC Saturday. As this frontal boundary
tracks across the Gulf of Mexico west-southwest to southwesterly winds at moderate to fresh speeds will quickly
shift to a north-northwest to northerly direction, eventually becoming north-northeasterly at strong to near
gale force with gale force gusts. In addition to this strong wind shift seas will also build across the Gulf of
Mexico to 9-13 feet across the deep waters of the Gulf and 5-8 feet near the shores. These enhanced conditions
are forecast to persist into Sunday afternoon with seas falling below 10 feet around 2100 UTC Sunday, then seas
will lower rapidly, falling below 7 feet by 0000 UTC Monday. In addition to the enhanced winds and waves
showers and thunderstorms will likely be associated just out ahead and along the frontal boundary which may
lead to some locally enhanced winds and waves as the frontal initially moves across the region.
A WDT Marine Weather Watch has been issued for Galveston Anchorage
Good Day,

Galveston Anchorage
WDT Marine Weather Watch, expires at Friday, November 17, 2017 3:00 pm CST
A WeatherOps Forecaster has issued a WDT Marine Weather Watch for WGMA's Galveston Anchorage at Thursday, November 16, 2017 6:35 pm CST through
Friday, November 17, 2017 3:00 pm CST. Monitor in real-time on WeatherOps Map for WGMA.
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A strong cold front will track southwards across the Gulf of Mexico Saturday evening bringing enhanced winds
and seas
Threat Time: 2100 UTC Saturday through 0000 UTC Monday
Primary Impacts:
Winds: 30 to 35 knots
Wind Shift: SW-WSW at 12-17 knots / NNW-NNE 25-35 knots
Wind Gusts: In excess of 45 knots
Seas: (Near Shore) 5-8 feet, (Deep Seas) 9-13 feet
A potent cold front will be making its way southwards across the Gulf of Mexico Saturday evening with this
front forecast to begin to push offshore the Gulf states around 0000 UTC Saturday. As this frontal boundary
tracks across the Gulf of Mexico west-southwest to southwesterly winds at moderate to fresh speeds will
quickly shift to a north-northwest to northerly direction, eventually becoming north-northeasterly at strong
to near gale force with gale force gusts. In addition to this strong wind shift seas will also build across
the Gulf of Mexico to 9-13 feet across the deep waters of the Gulf and 5-8 feet near the shores. These
enhanced conditions are forecast to persist into Sunday afternoon with seas falling below 10 feet around 2100
UTC Sunday, then seas will lower rapidly, falling below 7 feet by 0000 UTC Monday. In addition to the
enhanced winds and waves showers and thunderstorms will likely be associated just out ahead and along the
frontal boundary which may lead to some locally enhanced winds and waves as the frontal initially moves
across the region.

